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ABSTRACT 

 

Breast cancer remains a serious public health concern all over the world with heavier burdens on 

developing countries. In Sub-Saharan Africa, the mortality rate for breast cancer is currently on 

the rise because of late diagnosis and poor treatment. Currently available chemotherapeutic drugs 

for breast cancer are associated with severe side effects and are now facing multi-drug resistance. 

Therefore, identifying new anti-cancer drugs by using structural information of potential drug 

targets such as the gamma secretase will enhance the fight against breast cancer. The objective of 

this study was to identify and characterize drug-like natural anti-breast cancer compounds from 

selected African natural products databases using structure-based virtual screening and 

chemoinformatic approaches. Exactly11304 compounds from four databases (Afrodb, NANPDB, 

Afrocancer, and ConmedNP) were curated and filtered to remove structural alerts and compounds 

that violate drug-like rules according to Lipinski and Veber, using KNIME analytics. The resulting 

druglikeNP dataset (437 compounds) had its, chemical space, scaffold diversity, and complexity 

analyzed using scaled Shannon entropy and cyclic system retrieval curves (CSR). The 437 

compounds were docked into the binding site of gamma-secretase enzyme and the 

pharmacokinetic properties of the hit compounds were profiled using the pkCSM server. 60% of 

the compounds in the druglikeNP dataset contained lead-like physicochemical properties and 

occupied the same space as FDA-approved drugs. The scaffold diversity of druglikeNP was 

observed to be higher than that of FDA drugs based on Shannon entropy and CSR. Docking studies 

identified 12 compounds as potential inhibitors of the gamma-secretase enzyme (with binding 

energies ranging between -7.6 and -8.8 KCal/mol). In silico ADMET predictions revealed a 

majority of the 12 hit compounds have good pharmacokinetic and toxicity profiles. In this study 
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12 drug-like natural compounds of African origin with potential inhibitory properties against a 

validated breast cancer target; gamma secretase enzymes were computationally identified. This 

work could be valuable to the ongoing efforts to discovery novel drugs for enhanced breast 

chemotherapy.    
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Background 

Breast cancer (BC) is the most common invasive cancer in women, and continues to be a global 

health burden in both transitioned and transitioning countries. In 2020 it was classified as the most 

commonly diagnosed cancer with approximately 2.3 million cases and 684 996 deaths in 185 

countries (1,2). Although in Africa incident cases are relatively low, breast cancer is the second 

leading cause of death from cancer in women in sub-Saharan Africa because of low survival rates 

in patients (3). This disease is characterized by the uncontrolled growth of epithelial cells 

originating in the ducts or breast lobule in women (4). Chemotherapy is currently one of the most 

commonly used methods in BC treatment and has been associated with increased chance of cure 

in addition to other treatments (5). However current chemotherapeutic drugs are linked to two 

primary setbacks; severe side effects and lately multi-drug resistance, warranting the search for 

more options (5). In addition to these setbacks, metastatic or advanced BC is not considered 

curable using currently available chemotherapeutic options. Rapid discovery of new novel drugs 

which target unique cellular pathways that are responsible of multi-drug resistance and 

proliferation of tumorous cells is a promising approach in breast cancer management (6). The notch 

signaling pathway, regulated by 𝛾-secretase  enzyme is one of the cellular pathways that has 

recently emerged as a propitious breast cancer drug target (7). On the other hand, natural products 

have been a bedrock of drug discovery for many decades. It is estimated that more than half of all 

cancer drugs and antibiotics are natural product-inspired (8). Today more than 400 000 natural 

compounds have been elucidated from various organisms; plants, fungi, bacteria, and animals, and 

their chemical information is readily available to the drug research community (9). 
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Chemoinformatics and computer-aided drug discovery techniques have formerly proved to be 

useful in prioritizing bioactive  compounds for clinical screening saving time and money (10) are 

providing alternative ways of exploring the natural product databases for new anti-cancer drugs. 

With the rising interest in fragment-based drug discovery, chemoinformatics approaches have 

assisted in characterizing the drug-likeness, fragment-likeness and chemical diversity of natural 

products (11). While other computer aided methods such as structure-based and ligand-based 

virtual screening are assisting in identifying potentially active drug hits for clinical studies in silico 

pharmacokinetic screening methods have also complimented other computational methods as they 

have been employed to predict the pharmacokinetic properties of drug hits prior to clinical studies 

(12).  

 

  Problem statement 

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women, with the highest mortality rate in women in 

sub-Saharan African and worldwide (13). Five-year survival estimates for breast cancer patients 

in Africa are estimated to be very low on average (less than 50%) chiefly because of poor treatment 

and diagnosis. Current chemotherapeutic approaches in breast cancer management involve the use 

of drugs that exhibit non-selectivity between cancerous cells and normal DNA tissue cells which 

is results in severe toxicity, and adverse side effects in cancer patients (5). The Notch signaling 

pathway regulated by 𝛾-secretase  enzyme promotes the development of drug-resistant breast 

cancer cells which results in possible regeneration or recurrence of the disease thus lessening the 

effectiveness of the cancer drugs (7). To date, there has not been any clinically approved drug that 

regulates the notch signaling pathway and preventing cancer stem cell proliferation  (14). 

Advanced stages of breast cancer still lack treatment to date, as all available treatments are 
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rendered ineffective in stopping metastasis. African natural products databases provide a 

promising source of drug-like compounds that have not been screened and characterized for breast 

cancer drug development purposes using chemoinformatic approaches. On the other hand, the 

process of drug discovery takes about 10-15 years, costing between 500-800 million dollars for 

one drug to be on the market and hence the computational discovery of novel anti-cancer drugs 

(15).  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 The global burden of breast cancer 

Breast cancer is the most prevalent and devastating malignancy among women worldwide (16). 

At a molecular level, the disease is characterized by rapid, uncontrollable, irreversible, 

independent, autonomous, uncoordinated, and relatively unlimited, and abnormal growth of breast 

tissues. Rapid creation of abnormal cells occurs in the milk ducts and glands, these grow beyond 

their boundaries leading to the formation of a tumor that invades adjacent normal tissues 

(metastasis) (4). Breast cancer is also categorized as a heterogeneous disease and currently is split 

into four subtypes clinically based on immunohistochemical analysis: luminal A (HR+/HER2-) 

and luminal B (HR+/HER2+) (expressing the estrogen receptor (ER)), human epidermal growth 

factor receptor 2 (HER2)-enriched (without ER expression) and basal-like also known as triple-

negative breast cancer (TNBC) (17,18). Breast cancer progression is usually classified according 

to stages, from early-stage breast cancer (stage I) to advanced or metastatic (stage IV). The risk of 

breast cancer has been consistently associated with age, a family or personal history of breast 

cancer, reproductive and hormonal factors that include early menarche, late age at first pregnancy, 

small number of pregnancies, short or no periods of breastfeeding, and later menopause, hormone 

replacement therapy (HRT), obesity for postmenopausal breast cancer only, alcohol consumption, 

physical inactivity, exposure to ionizing radiation, and genetic predisposition (17). Genetic 

predisposition has been reported to play a significant role as a causative factor in breast cancer 

pathogenesis. High-risk predisposition alleles conferring a 40 -85 % lifetime risk of developing 

breast cancer include BReast CAncer genes (BRCA1, BRCA2), HER2 neu mutation, and elevated 

ER expression. Several studies also report that women with BRCA1 and BRCA2 deleterious 
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mutations have a lifetime breast cancer risk ranging from 65 % to 85% for BRCA1 carriers and 45 

- 85% for BRCA2 carriers (19). 

 

In 2020, Global cancer statistics (GLOBOCAN) reported that female breast cancer has surpassed 

lung cancer as the most commonly diagnosed cancer with an estimated 2.3 million new cases (2).  

It was reported to be the fifth leading cause of cancer mortality worldwide, with 685,000 deaths 

(1). Among women, breast cancer accounts for 1 in 4 cancer cases and 1 in 6 cancer deaths. 

Although incident rates in developed countries are 88% higher than in developing countries, the 

reported mortality rates in developing countries are higher by 17% (1). A recent study on 3-year 

survival estimates of breast cancer patients in five countries in sub-Saharan Africa reported that 

less than 50% of cancer patients survive for at most 3 years after diagnosis (3). The low survival 

rates and high mortality rates in African have been attributed to poor diagnosis and lack of effective 

treatment (13). Currently used breast cancer treatment approaches are mostly a combination of; 

surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, endocrine therapy, and targeted therapy depending on the 

tumor stages (5). Despite the past developments in breast cancer therapy, surviving breast cancer 

is still a big challenge in oncology. Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) and metastatic (stage 

IV) cancer have limited options of treatment. most therapeutic approaches for these cancers aim 

to prolong survival, control symptoms with low treatment-associated toxicity and maintain or 

improve quality of life (that is, improved quality-adjusted life expectancy (20).  

 

2.1.1 Breast cancer chemotherapy and drug discovery 

Chemotherapy is defined as the use of drugs to destroy cancer cells. It usually works by keeping 

the cancer cells from growing, dividing, and multiplying. Chemotherapy is one of the most popular 
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and competent treatment options in breast cancer management (6). During chemotherapy, drugs 

are administered as the only treatment or complementing other methods of treatment such as 

radiotherapy, surgery, hormonal, and immunotherapy (21). Currently, the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) in the United States of America approve 83 drugs for breast cancer 

treatment. These drugs can fundamentally be classified into two categories; adjuvant and 

neoadjuvant drugs and drugs for advanced or metastatic breast cancer. Adjuvant and neoadjuvant 

drugs are drugs given before and after another treatment respectively. Figure 1 shows some of the 

drugs used in advanced breast cancer management.  

 

Figure 1: Examples of approved drugs used in breast cancer chemotherapy 

 

Although the application of chemotherapeutic drugs is still a dependable approach in breast cancer 

management, adverse side effects have contributed to their unpopularity. Some of the most 
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common possible side effects include hair loss, nail changes, mouth sores, loss of appetite or 

weight loss, Nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea (5). Such toxicity issues have warranted research and 

development effort to discover safer drugs. In addition to toxicity, emergence of drug resistant 

tumors has also reduced the efficacy of most breast cancer drugs. Several breast cancer drug 

candidates are still under clinical evaluation. In 2020 FDA approved four breast cancer drugs to 

be used in management of triple negative breast cancer and metastatic breast cancer (22). As the 

complexity and the heterogeneity of breast cancer cells is unveiled timely leading to the discovery 

of more cancer molecular pathways and drug targets, it is vital for medicinal chemists to identify 

novel anti-cancer drugs that exploit new biological pathways. 

 

2.1.2 Role of notch signaling in breast cancer pathogenesis and drug discovery 

The role of normal cell signaling pathways in regulating cancer cell proliferation and division, cell 

death, cell differentiation and fate, and cell motility has been reported in several studies. 

Commonly known pathways such as; estrogen receptor (ER) signaling, HER2 signaling, and 

canonical Wnt signaling are currently targeted by most chemotherapeutic drugs (18). Gamma (𝛾)-

secretase -regulated notch signaling is one of the signaling pathways that has drawn a lot of 

attention in oncology for the past decade. Notch signaling pathway is highly conserved cell signal 

mechanism that regulates a vital role in proliferation, stem cell maintenance, cell fate specification, 

differentiation, and homeostasis of multicellular organism and implicates angiogenesis  (23). 

During notch signaling notch receptors (notch1-4) interacts with notch ligands (Jagged1, Jagged2, 

Delta1, Delta3, and Delta-like 4) expressed on adjacent cells leading to proteolytic cleavages of 

Notch receptor. The cleavage step catalyzed by the 𝛾-secretase complex results in the release of 

the Notch intracellular domain (NICD). The NICD then moves to the nucleus, where it interacts 

with CSL (RBP-Jk/CBF1) and Mastermind to activate transcription of downstream target genes. 
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The Notch signaling pathway has been reported to be highly deregulated in several human cancers 

including lung, breast, cervical, colon, pancreatic, and renal carcinoma. In several clinical studies, 

Notch 1 was associated with an enhanced progression of tumor cells and chemotherapy resistance. 

In 2016, Ying et al reported that Notch 1 levels were significantly associated with metastasis and 

triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) in 115 tumor tissues from primary lessions (24). Another 

study found that Notch4 was expressed in 55.6% of TNBC samples compared to 25.5% of ER+ 

samples (25). The inhibition of the notch pathway has been viewed as a promising therapeutic 

strategy to cure breast cancer and completely eradicate chemotherapy resistance. One popular 

approach that has been employed do is to inhibit 𝛾-secretase, an enzyme responsible for proteolytic 

cleavage of the receptors that release the active intracellular fragment which is one of the most 

crucial steps (7).  

 

𝛾-secretase is a transmembrane aspartyl protease that comprises four subunits, the catalytic subunit 

Presenilin 1/2 (PS1/2), nicastrin, Aph-1, and Presenilin enhancer (PEN). The aspartyl protease is 

known to catalyze over 90 protein substrates including notch receptors using its catalytic subunit 

Presenilin (26). Over the past decades, 𝛾-secretase inhibitors (GSIs) have been actively 

investigated for their potential to block the generation of Ah peptide that is associated with 

Alzheimer’s disease. Some of the GSIs are still being tried in clinical studies for various 

carcinomas since inhibition of 𝛾-secretase has been shown to reduce tumor size and cancer cell 

proliferation (27). GSIs such as MK-0752, RO4929097, DAPT, PF-03084014, BMS-986115, and 

LY90009 (Figure 2) have been used in phase 1 and phase 2 clinical trials in combination with other 

cancer drugs to treat breast, ovarian, colorectal, melanoma, pancreatic, and non-small cell lung 

cancer (27,28).  
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Figure 2: Some of the GSIs that have been clinically investigated as anti-cancer drugs 

 

Although more than 100 GSI have been synthesized to date, none have been approved for clinical 

use because of reported toxicity and efficacy issues (29). Therefore, the discovery of structurally 

diverse GSIs from other synthetic compounds libraries and natural products offers a promising 

alternative in cancer drug discovery. Furthermore, the introduction of crystalized gamma 𝛾-

secretase complexes in protein database such as the RCSB PDB could enhance the   discovery of 

enzyme specific 𝛾-secretase inhibitors. 
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2.1.3 Natural products-based drug discovery of breast cancer drugs  

Natural products (NPs) are broadly defined as compounds or chemicals derived from natural 

sources that possess biological activities (30). These compounds are mostly metabolites and/or by-

products from biological sources, e.g. plants, microorganisms, or animals. Natural products (NPs) 

have been the center of attention of the research community in the last decades and the interest 

around them continues to grow incessantly, especially in drug discovery (9). This is because NPs 

have proved to be a reliable source of drugs or drug-like scaffolds for several diseases, that 

contributed about 3.8% unaltered NPs, and 18.9% NP derivatives of the total approved drugs 

between 1981 and 2019, (31). These include the drugs (Figure 3) Taxol from Taxus brevifolia, and 

Vinblastine from Catharanthus roseus, effective in treating cancer (32). NPs have enormous 

scaffold diversity and structural complexity. They also have a higher molecular mass, a larger 

number of sp3 hybridized carbon atoms, and more oxygen atoms but fewer nitrogen and halogen 

atoms, compared with synthetic compounds (33,34). 

 

Figure 3: Some of the natural products approved for clinical use; Paclitaxel (Taxol) and 

Vinblastine as anti-cancer drugs  

 

For the past two decades, there has been a rapid multiplication of NP information resulting from 

dozens of studies in natural products research. This information encompasses biological and 

geographical origins, ethnobotanical, chemical and pharmacological information of natural 
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products. These developments have been followed by a compilation of physical and virtual 

libraries of NPs. A most recent study in 2020 reported that there are 123 databases of natural 

products (NPs) that have been published and cited in the scientific literature from 2000 to 2019 

(9). The study was followed by assembling of the most complete up-to-date COlleCtion of Open 

Natural ProdUcTs (COCONUT) which is a compendium of 50 open-access databases collecting 

over 400,000 compounds (35). The motive behind this development was to have an online resource 

regrouping all known NPs in just one place, to simplify NPs research, advance virtual screening 

projects, and other in silico applications that improve lead discovery in drug design pipelines (30). 

In Africa, remarkable efforts have been done to characterize and document many medicinal plants 

alongside the constituted phytochemicals for the past ten years. An attempt to improve African 

NPs accessibility to the scientific community has led to the development of small online natural 

product databases such as SANCDB, ETM-DB, EANPDB, and NANPDB. Several datasets (Table 

1) are also available in literature and provide a good starting point for virtual screening campaigns 

in cancer drug discovery and development. A majority of the compounds in these datasets have 

never been explored further to identify bioactive drug-like compounds for breast cancer 

chemotherapy using in silico approaches.  
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Table 1: List and description of currently available databases of natural product compounds of 

African origin in 2021 

NP 

Database/Library 

Data source and description No. of NP 

compounds 

present 

Web link Referenc

es 

NANPDB Mostly plants and some 

endophytes, animals (e.g., corals), 

fungi, and 

Bacteria from Northern African 

countries. 

>6000 

compounds 

http://african-

compounds.org/n

anpdb 

(36) 

EANPDB NPs from about 300 source species 

from the Eastern African region and 

literature data of the period from 

1962 to 2019 

1870 http://african-

compounds.org/n

anpdb 

(37) 

SANCDB Mostly from plants and some from 

marine life from South Africa 

>1000 

compounds 

https://sancdb.ru

bi.ru.ac.za/ 

(38,39) 

p-ANAPL From medicinal plants across 

Africa 

≈500 

compounds 

Not available (40) 

AfroDB From medicinal plants across 

Africa 

>1000 

compounds 

Not available (41) 

AfroCancer From medicinal plants that have 

reported anti-cancer activity across 

Africa  

≈400 

compounds 

Not available (42) 

ConMedNP From 376 

distinct medicinal plant species 

from central African Flora (Congo 

basin) 

≈3200 

compounds  

Not available (33) 

CamMedNP From 224 distinct medicinal plants 

from Cameroon flora 

≈2500 

compounds 

Not available (43) 

AfroMalariaDB From pure compounds derived from 

African flora 

which have exhibited anti-malarial 

properties 

≈300 

compounds 

Not available (44) 

Afrotryp Potential trypanocidal 

compounds derived from medicinal 

plants in Africa 

≈ 300 

compounds 

Not available (45) 

ETM-DB From 1054 Ethiopian medicinal 

herbs with reported 1465 traditional 

therapeutic uses 

≈ 4000 

compounds 

http://biosoft.kai

st.ac.kr/etm/hom

e.php 

(46) 

 

 

http://african-compounds.org/nanpdb
http://african-compounds.org/nanpdb
http://african-compounds.org/nanpdb
http://african-compounds.org/nanpdb
http://african-compounds.org/nanpdb
http://african-compounds.org/nanpdb
http://biosoft.kaist.ac.kr/etm/home.php
http://biosoft.kaist.ac.kr/etm/home.php
http://biosoft.kaist.ac.kr/etm/home.php
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2.2 Computer-aided drug designing (CADD) 

Computer-aided drug discovery (CADD) or in silico drug discovery refers to the use of computer 

technology and software to support drug discovery efforts. It also considers the application of 

computational methods to support, guide, and streamline the processes of drug discovery, design, 

development, and optimization. CADD methods have emerged as a powerful tool in the 

development and discovery of drug-like molecules for over three decades, allowing higher hit rates 

than experimental high-throughput screening (HTS) approaches in a very short space of time and  

at low costs(47). Most if not all CADD approaches can be classified under Ligand-based drug 

design (LBDD) and structure-based drug design (SBDD). 

 

SBDD approaches depend on information from the 3D structure of the drug target to search for 

novel compounds active against the particular target. The 3D structural information is usually 

derived from the experimental crystal structure of the drug target (48). The structure is used to 

guide the discovery of new ligands either by informing the design of novel compounds or through 

the identification of new ligands from the screening of virtual compound libraries. Experimental 

3D structures of proteins are stored in virtual protein data banks and can be downloaded free when 

needed. If the experimental 3D structure of a particular target is absent, a theoretical structure can 

be designed or modeled using a technique termed homology modeling (15). Docking is one of the 

most popular SBDD techniques used in a virtual simulation of molecular interactions, it can predict 

the conformation and binding affinity of ligands within a target active site with high accuracy 

(15,49). Other methods such as molecular dynamics and structure-based virtual screening have 

assisted in provided relevant insights into ligand-receptor interactions. LBDD methods depend on 

the information of known molecules which bind to the biological target active site of interest (50). 
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These molecules are used to design a suitable model, which is useful in identifying other 

compounds that are potential binders of the same biological target. Approaches available for 

Ligand-based drug designing include quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) 

pharmacophore modeling, reverse docking, and Target Fishing (51). Recently, there has been a 

trend towards integrating both SBDD and LBDD approaches in identification of novel compounds. 

The purpose is to enhance the reliability of CADD approaches by combining structural and 

physicochemical properties of known ligands and protein information. Structure-based 

pharmacophore modelling is one example of integrated techniques CADD. 

 

2.2.1 Chemoinformatics 

Chemoinformatics involves the organization, integration, curation, standardization, simulation, 

mining, and transformation of pharmacology data (compounds and bioactivity) into knowledge 

that can drive rational and viable drug development decisions (52). Chemoinformatic approaches 

have gained considerable popularity in CADD. The field has helped handle chemical data for in 

silico studies. Chemoinformatic approaches in CADD are popularly known for curating, 

characterization, or profiling large libraries and databases of compounds for virtual screening 

campaigns n (52). In these endeavors, pharmacologically relevant chemical descriptors used in 

estimating the drug-like and lead like character of compound libraries are computed. Some of the 

descriptors used include; molecular weight (MW), the octanol/water partition coefficient (SlogP), 

topological polar surface area (TPSA), hydrogen bond donors (HBD), hydrogen bond acceptors 

(HBA), and the number of rotatable bonds (RB). These descriptors are also used to assess 

compliance of molecules to Lipinski (53) and Veber (54) rules of five which is used predict the 

oral bioavailability of drug candidates. A recent study on 400 potential anticancer, cytotoxic, and 
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ant proliferative agents derived from the African flora showed that 165 out of the 390 compounds 

(42.3%) could be regarded as “lead-like”, having physicochemical parameters falling within the 

intervals (150 ≤ MW ≤ 350; log P ≤ 4; HBD ≤ 3; HBA ≤ 6) (42). Physicochemical properties of 

NPs have formally been used to study the differences between NPs, synthetic chemicals and 

approved drugs, through analysis of chemoinformatic parameters such as chemical space, scaffold 

diversity and molecular complexity (31). 

 

2.2.2 Application of Chemoinformatics in pharmacokinetic and toxicity evaluations of 

drug hits  

Attrition is a major concern in anticancer drug development with up to 95% of drugs examined in 

phase I trials not getting FDA approval and marketing authorization (55). Most preclinical and 

clinical candidates are rejected due to toxicity or lag of optimal pharmacokinetics properties, 

resulting in high costs and increased timelines for the drug discovery process(56). Pharmacokinetic 

evaluations in drug development involve evaluations of absorption, distribution, metabolism, 

excretion and toxicity (ADMET) properties of drug candidates. Computational or in silico 

assessment of ADMET properties of drug leads prior to expensive clinical trials has been 

considered as a cost and time-saving approach (57). In silico methods employed as applied in this 

area, makes use of computational chemoinformatic predictive models and algorithms based on the 

QSAR principle in medicinal chemistry (12,58). Common ADMET parameters assessed by in 

silico models include water solubility, Caco-2 intestinal permeability, human intestinal absorption,  

human skin permeability, activity as P-glycoprotein substrate-glycoprotein inhibition; volume of 

steady-state distribution blood-brain barrier permeability, CNS permeability, metabolic 

interactions with cytochromes CYP2D6, CYP3A4, CYP1A2, CYP2C19, CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and 
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CYP3A4,  total renal  (log mL/min/kg); OCT2 substrate; AMES toxicity; human ERG inhibition 

and hepatotoxicity (56). In 2020 BIOFACQUIM, a Mexican NP database was analyzed for 

ADMET by Durán-Iturbide et al. and they reported that the absorption and distribution profiles of 

NPs in BIOFACQUIM are similar to those of FDA approved drugs, while the metabolism profile 

is comparable to that in the other natural product database (59). While for the past decade Fidele 

Ntie-Kang et al have comparatively screened ADMET properties in several NP databases of 

African origin with special emphasis on toxicity screening (33,37,41,43,60).  

. 

2.2.3 Tools and software used in computer aided drug designing and Chemoinformatics 

CADD and Chemoinformatics has developed rapidly from the time it was first introduced in the 

1980s. Currently, several tool/toolkits or software are available, that can utilize structural data of 

NP compounds to advance drug discovery endeavors (61). Although the most efficient are 

commercialized, many chemoinformatic tool developers continue releasing tools that are open 

source to benefit research in academia. Some of the popularly used CADD tools are listed in Table 

2. 
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Table 2: List of CADD and chemoinformatic tools popularly used in drug discovery   

Name  Description Availability (accessed as of  

January 2022) 

        

References 

Chemical descriptor 

calculation 

   

RDKit A standalone toolkit that can carry out 2D 

and 3D molecular operations such as 

descriptor and Fingerprint generation for 

machine learning 

 

https://www.rdkit.org/ (open 

source) 

(62) 

CDK A standalone toolkit that can carry out 

Substructure and SMARTS pattern 

searching and figure print-based 

similarity searching 

 

https://cdk.github.io/ (open 

source) 

(63) 

QuaSAR-Descriptor 

(MOE) 

A module in MOE that can calculate over 

100 2D and 3D molecular descriptors for 

QSAR purposes 

 

https://www.chemcomp.com/ 

(commercial) 

(64) 

Scaffold diversity 

analysis and chemical 

space visualization 

   

Scaffold Hunter Java-based tool for the visual analysis of 

chemical data sets. Can also generate, 

scaffold trees and clusters for compound 

databases  

 

http://scaffoldhunter.sourceforge.

net/index.html (open source) 

(65) 

Data warrior Standalone software that can generate 

chemical Scatter plots, box plots, bar 

charts, and pie charts. Can also compute 

multiple scaffolds or compound 

substitution patterns 

 

https://openmolecules.org/datawa

rrior/ (open source) 

(66) 

ChemGPS-NP Web-based tool for computing the eight 

principal components (dimensions) 

https://chemgps.bmc.uu.se/batche

lor/ 

(open source) 

(67) 

https://www.rdkit.org/
https://cdk.github.io/
https://www.chemcomp.com/
http://scaffoldhunter.sourceforge.net/index.html
http://scaffoldhunter.sourceforge.net/index.html
https://openmolecules.org/datawarrior/
https://openmolecules.org/datawarrior/
https://chemgps.bmc.uu.se/batchelor/
https://chemgps.bmc.uu.se/batchelor/
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describing physical-chemical properties 

for chemical libraries even NPs 

 

WebMolCS A Web-Based Interface for Visualizing 

Molecules in Three-Dimensional 

Chemical Spaces 

 

http://www.gdbtools.unibe.ch:808

0/webMolCS/ 

(68) 

CDPs-V.2 A web-based tool used to compare and 

classify data sets using diversity metrics 

(i.e. scaffold counts, fingerprints 

similarity, molecular properties) 

https://consensusdiversityplots-

difacquim-

unam.shinyapps.io/RscriptsCDPl

ots/ 

(open source) 

(69) 

ADMET profiling    

PkCSM Web-based ADMET for predicting 

small-molecule pharmacokinetic 

properties using graph-based signatures 

 

http://biosig.unimelb.edu.au/pkcs

m/ 

(open source) 

(70) 

SwissADME Web-based tool for computing 

physicochemical descriptors as well as 

predicting ADME parameters and 

pharmacokinetic properties 

 

http://www.swissadme.ch/ 

(open source) 

(71) 

QikProp/ Schrödinger Standalone software that can rapidly 

predict pharmacokinetic properties of 

compound libraries at once. 

 

https://www.schrodinger.com/pro

ducts/qikprop 

(Commercial) 

(72) 

ADMETlab A web interface for systematic ADMET 

evaluation of chemical compounds based 

on a comprehensive database comprising 

288,967 entries 

 

http://admet.scbdd.com/ 

(open source) 

(73) 

Docking     

Autock4 Locally installed docking program; grid-

based; grids have to be calculated before 

docking 

 

http://autodock.scripps.edu 

(open source) 

(74) 

https://consensusdiversityplots-difacquim-unam.shinyapps.io/RscriptsCDPlots/
https://consensusdiversityplots-difacquim-unam.shinyapps.io/RscriptsCDPlots/
https://consensusdiversityplots-difacquim-unam.shinyapps.io/RscriptsCDPlots/
https://consensusdiversityplots-difacquim-unam.shinyapps.io/RscriptsCDPlots/
http://biosig.unimelb.edu.au/pkcsm/
http://biosig.unimelb.edu.au/pkcsm/
http://www.swissadme.ch/
https://www.schrodinger.com/products/qikprop
https://www.schrodinger.com/products/qikprop
http://admet.scbdd.com/
http://autodock.scripps.edu/
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Autodock vina Standalone docking program; no grids 

have to be 

calculated before docking, usually used 

in virtual screening projects 

 

http://autodock.scripps.edu 

(open source) 

(75) 

Glide/ Schrödinger Standalone docking program that 

performs high throughput virtual 

screening jobs with high accuracy. 

 

https://www.schrodinger.com/pro

ducts/glide 

(commercial) 

(76) 

GOLD Standalone  docking program; based on a 

genetic 

Algorithm 

https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/solut

ions/csd-

discovery/Components/Gold/ 

(Commercial) 

(77) 

Pharmacophore 

modeling 

   

MOE Structure- and ligand-based modeling 

and virtual 

screening tool implemented in a large 

modeling suite 

 

https://www.chemcomp.com/ 

(commercial) 

(78) 

Phase/ Schrödinger Ligand-based modeling and virtual 

screening tool implemented in 

Schrodinger suite 

https://www.schrodinger.com/pro

ducts/phase 

(commercial) 

(79) 

Pharmer A tool for Structure- and ligand-based 

modeling and virtual screening tool 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/ph

armer/ 

(open source) 

(80) 

ZincPharma. Software that uses the Pharmer open-

source pharmacophore search technology  

http://zincpharmer.csb.pitt.edu/ 

(open source) 

(81) 

Ligand Scout Software that can create three-

dimensional (3D) pharmacophore 

models from structural data of 

macromolecule–ligand complexes 

http://www.inteligand.com/ligand

scout/ 

(commercial) 

(82) 

    

The ever-growing studies in Computer sciences and data science now enable software developers 

to design software tools that can incorporate many chemoinformatic tasks on a single interface. 

One such software is Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME), an open-source analytics platform, 

http://autodock.scripps.edu/
https://www.schrodinger.com/products/glide
https://www.schrodinger.com/products/glide
https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/solutions/csd-discovery/Components/Gold/
https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/solutions/csd-discovery/Components/Gold/
https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/solutions/csd-discovery/Components/Gold/
https://www.chemcomp.com/
https://www.schrodinger.com/products/phase
https://www.schrodinger.com/products/phase
https://sourceforge.net/projects/pharmer/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/pharmer/
http://zincpharmer.csb.pitt.edu/
http://www.inteligand.com/ligandscout/
http://www.inteligand.com/ligandscout/
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which is the leading tool for wide-ranging data processing, integration, analysis, and exploration. 

The software allows chemical data scientist to execute several important tasks for 

chemoinformatics analysis by accessing open-source chemoinformatics toolkit such as CDK, 

Indigo, RDKit, Vernalis, CACTVS, Enalos, Lhasa, OpenBabel, OCHEM, Chemical Identifier 

Resolver, ErlWood, EMBL-EBI Nodes, and CheSMapp in form of nodes. The platform user-

friendly workflows to include numerous tasks. In a study to investigate the chemical space and 

diversity of NuBBE Database Saldívar-González et al used KNIME to facilitate the visual 

representation of the seven molecular descriptors and generate a visual representation of the 

chemical space, a principal components analysis (PCA) (83). The tool continues to gain popularity 

in designing machine learning protocols of computer-aided drug design projects. 

 

In this study, chemoinformatic methods and tools were used to characterize the chemical diversity 

of drug-like natural products from four African natural products databases relative to FDA 

bioavailable drugs. Structure-based virtual screening approaches were used to identify novel 𝛾-

secretase inhibitors from natural sources for breast cancer chemotherapy. 

 

2.3 Justification of study 

Bioactive natural products have proved to be selective towards cancer proliferating cells and are 

nontoxic towards normal body cells as such they would be more preferable in chemotherapy to 

synthetic drugs (84). Africa natural product databases contain a large number of diverse 

compounds that provide a promising starting point for breast cancer drug discovery (60). 

Chemoinformatic characterization of drug-like natural products in databases can assist in the 

prioritization of bioactive drug-like and lead-like compounds for screening and synthetic purposes 
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(52). Since the traditional drug development pipelines are time-consuming and take years for target 

identification, validation, and subsequent design optimization of the lead candidate compounds, 

CADD and chemoinformatic approaches can be used to rapidly identify drug hits by virtually 

screening them against validated drug targets (50). In addition, in silico approaches are capable of 

profiling the pharmacokinetic properties of natural product hits prior to clinical ADMET analysis 

of bioactive compounds, thus saving time and cost (12). Identification of natural inhibitors 𝛾-

secretase is a positive step towards regulating the notch signaling pathway, combatting multi-drug 

resistance in breast cancer chemotherapy and thus reducing the health burden of breast cancer in 

Africa and globally (27). 

 

2.4 Objectives of the study 

2.4.1 Main objective 

To identify and characterize drug-like natural product inhibitors for gamma-secretase complex 

from selected African natural products databases using structure-based virtual screening and 

chemoinformatic approaches. 

 

2.4.2 Specific objectives 

1. To characterize the physicochemical distribution and chemical diversity of druglike 

compounds from selected African natural products databases. 

2. To identify novel anti-cancer compounds from drug-like natural products dataset using 

structure-based virtual screening. 

3. To profile the pharmacokinetic (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and 

toxicity) properties of novel 𝛾-secretase inhibitors. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Study design 

This was an in silico study conducted at Kamuzu University of Health sciences. The study, 

applied concepts of computational chemistry, pharmacology, and bioinformatics. Figure 4 shows 

a schematic diagram of the study design. 
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Figure 4: (A) Summary and workflow of methods using chemoinformatic analysis of compounds 

in African natural products databases and (B) used in structure-based virtual screening of drug-

like natural products and ADMET analysis of the final compounds.  

A 

B 
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3.2 Cleaning and curation of the NP databases 

A total of 11 304 compounds were retrieved from 4 virtual African NPs databases listed in Table 

2.1 were used; namely NANPDB (36), ConMedNP (33), Afrocancer (60) and AfroDB (41). The 

NP libraries were loaded in KNIME analytics software (85) and structurally inspected for 

compounds duplicates, incomplete structures, and they were also normalized and geometrically 

optimized using the MMFF94 force field. 

 

All compounds that violate Veber (54) and Lipinski (86) drug-likeness rules and compounds that 

contain structural alerts sub-structures were also removed using filtering nodes in KNIME 

analytics. The nodes contained PAINS, BRENK, NIH, and ZINC filters that were designed to 

screen chemical substructures that are possibly toxic and are capable of giving false positives in 

assays(87,88). The final NP dataset was be referred to as the “DruglikeNP” set in this research. 

Another dataset with FDA approved drugs from drugbank (https://go.drugbank.com/) was curated 

to create a drug-like FDA drugs dataset, which was used in scaffold diversity analysis of NPs. The 

drug-like FDA dataset was named “druglikeFDA” 

 

3.3 Chemoinformatic profiling of the DruglikeNP dataset 

3.3.1 Physicochemical descriptor chemical analysis 

Pharmaceutically relevant molecular descriptors of the dataset such as hydrogen-bond donors 

(HBD), hydrogen-bond acceptors (HBA), partition coefficient octanol/water (XlogP), calculated 

Aqueous solubility(LogS), molecular weight (MW), number of rotatable bonds (RB), topological 

polar surface area (TPSA), were computed and statistically analyzed using CDK RDKit and Java 

nodes in KNIME (31,83).    

https://go.drugbank.com/
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3.3.2 Chemical space visualization 

To explore property similarity between natural products in the druglikeNP dataset and 750 drug-

like drugs in FDA approved drugs dataset (89), the t-SNE method was used to generate a 3D plot. 

t-SNE is a nonlinear dimension reduction in which Gaussian probability distributions over high-

dimensional space are constructed and used to optimize a Student t-distribution in low-dimensional 

space. The low-dimensional space maintains the pairwise similarity to the high-dimensional space, 

leading to a clustering on the embedding space without any significant loss of structural 

information (90,91). Eight descriptors computed in section 3.1.1 were used to generate a t-SNE 

plot. 

  

3.3.3 Scaffold complexity and flexibility 

To quantify molecular complexity two descriptors were computed in the study of fraction of sp3-

hybridized atoms (Fsp3), calculated as the number of sp3-hybridized atoms over the total atom 

count, and the fraction of chiral carbons (FCC) calculated as the number of chiral centers over the 

carbon count (92,93). Molecular flexibility was also measured using the molecular flexibility index 

in Datawarrior (66).  

 

3.3.4 Scaffold diversity analysis 

Scaffolds were generated through the rcdk function embedded in the Platform of Unified 

Molecular Analysis version 1 (PUMA)(94), which removes all side chains and converts the 

compound into a ring system joined by linkers. The distribution and diversity of the molecular 

scaffolds in the two datasets (druglikeNP and druglikeFDA) were calculated and analyzed using 

Cyclic System Retrieval (CSR) curves in PUMA (69). These curves were plotted with the fraction 
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of scaffolds in the x-axis and the fraction of compounds in the y-axis. While the Shannon entropy 

and scaled Shannon entropy was used to identify unique scaffolds as it is known to give a more 

accurate measure of the most common chemotypes populated in a dataset. To compare the 

structural diversity of the entire molecules based on fingerprints between druglikeNP and 

druglikeFDA compounds, extended connectivity molecular fingerprints with a diameter of 4 

(ECFP_4) were used. Other fingerprints were also computed, including MACCS (166-bits) and 

PubChem (881-bits). The distribution of pairwise similarities of the compounds was analyzed by 

means of cumulative distribution function (CDF) curves using the Tanimoto index in PUMA (95).  

 

 Structure-based virtual screening of 𝛾-secretase inhibitors (molecular docking) 

3.3.1 Target identification and Protein preparation  

Seven 3D structures of 𝛾-secretase were downloaded from the PBD database 

(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do). The structures were inspected for quality through 

literature and visual methods. Discovery Studios Visualizer v 17.2.0.16349. distributed by 

Dassault systems Biovia Crop and Pymol distributed by Schrodinger, Inc were used to visualize 

the structure and binding pockets of 𝛾-secretase enzyme units. From the inspection, one structure 

(PDB ID: 6IYC) with atomic resolution, 2.6 Å was selected for structure-based docking studies. 

 

The Cryo structure of 𝛾-secretase enzyme (PDB ID; 6IYC) was prepared using Discovery Studio 

Visualizer v17.2.0.16349 Presenilin (PS1) unit was isolated from the 𝛾-secretase complex, the unit 

was protonated and all heteroatoms not related to the activity of the unit were deleted. PS1 was 

saved in PDB format and was further converted to PDBQT format using Autodock Tools. 

  

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do)
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3.3.2 Ligands preparation 

SDF files containing 437 drug-like NPs (23 NPs from Afrocancer, 56 NPs from Afrodb, 136 NPs 

from ComMedDB, and 222 NPs from NANPDB) were prepared for docking purposes. Open Babel 

version 2.4.1 ref to protonate pH 7.4 (physiological pH for the biological activity of gamma 

secretes enzyme) and convert the ligands to PDB format. The software was also used to give each 

NP (ligand) an identifier name related to its source NP library, for example, 9-O-beta-

glucopyranosyl trans-cinnamyl alcohol from the NANPDB dataset was named nanpdb1. 

 

3.3.3 Setting up the Docking protocol 

PyMol Molecular Graphics System, distributed by Schrodinger LLC, Autodock plugin was used 

to set up the virtual screening workflow. Pymol was able to automate the docking process by 

accessing necessary Autodock suite tools; Autodock Vina, Autodock Tools, and Auto ligands. 

Grid coordinates for the binding site were configured to; 56, 52, and 58 for X, Y, and Z 

respectively. Grid points of the center were set to 158.062, 182.457, and 157.725 for X, Y, and Z 

planes respectively. Autodock Vina was configured to produce nine poses for each ligand. 13 

Known 𝛾-secretase inhibitors (GSIs) with documented activity (IC50) were used in validating the 

docking protocol. A positive correlation between IC50s and Vina binding energies of 70% of GSIs 

was taken to validate the docking protocol since the Cryo structure of PS1 did not have a co-

crystalized ligand. 

 

3.3.1 Post docking analysis based on binding energy 

OSIRIS Data warrior v5.2.1 distributed by Idorsia Pharmaceuticals was used to analyze the 

binding scores and physicochemical properties of drug-like NPs and GSIs. 
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3.3.2 Post docking analysis based on molecular interactions 

NPs with lower binding energy than GSIs were further visually inspected their binding modes to 

PS1 binding site using Discovery studio visualizer. NPs that interacted with more than four 

residues common to GSIs binding modes were taken as potential candidate for biological 

evaluations. 

 

3.4 ADMET and analysis of promising NP compounds 

The structures of the most promising compounds were converted to SMILE structures using DS 

visualizer and used for in silico ADMET analysis. The absorption, distribution, metabolism, 

elimination, and toxicity (ADMET) parameters were predicted using pkCSM (70). The pkCSM 

software provided information on the following parameters: water solubility (log mol/L); Caco-2 

intestinal permeability (cm/s); human intestinal absorption (%); human skin permeability (log Kp); 

activity as P-glycoprotein substrate; activity as P-glycoprotein I substrate and II inhibitor; volume 

of steady-state distribution (log L/kg); blood-brain barrier permeability (log BB); CNS 

permeability (log PS); metabolic interactions with cytochromes CYP2D6, CYP3A4, CYP1A2, 

CYP2C19, CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A4; total renal  (log mL/min/kg); OCT2 substrate; 

AMES toxicity; human ERG I and II inhibition and hepatotoxicity. 

 

3.5 Ethical approval and consent 

Ethical approval for the study was sort from - College of Medicine Research and Ethics 

Committee (COMREC; P.05/20/3064, Appendix 1) 
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4. RESULTS 

 

4.1 Cleaning the databases and creation of the druglikeNP dataset 

In this study, a KNIME workflow (Figure 5) and four structural filters packaged in the form of 

RDKit and CDK nodes were used to remove duplicate structures, salts and sugars, and 

disconnected, ambiguous structures from the generated dataset of 11304 compounds. The dataset 

didn’t contain salts but contained 6 sugars, 2031 duplicate structures, and 3837 disconnected and 

ambiguous structures. 

  

 

Figure 5: KNIME workflow used to curate and filter natural products database to create 437 drug-

like compounds 

 

The total number of NPs that had drug-like properties was 437 after applying the filters listed in 

Table 3. The final dataset was named druglikeNP.  
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Table 3: Types of structural features used to filter undesirable natural products compounds.   

Types of filter used  Number of compounds filtered out of the 11304 

NPs 

Disconnected and ambiguous structure filter 3637 

Duplicated structures 2477 

Sugars remover 6 

Lipinski and Veber drug-like filter 3447 

PAINS, Brenk, ZINC, and NIH filters 1300 

  

 

4.2 Chemoinformatic characterization of the DruglikeNP dataset 

Pharmacologically and Chemoinformatics relevant molecular properties of the druglikeNP dataset 

were computed and statistically analyzed to understand the property landscape of the natural 

product dataset. 

 

3.3.4 Physicochemical descriptor chemical analysis 

Physicochemical properties of compounds such as hydrogen bond acceptors (HBAs), hydrogen 

bond donors (HBDs), number of rotatable bonds (NRBs), the octanol/water partition coefficient 

(XlogP), Solubility (LogS), topological polar surface area (TPSA), molecular weight (MW) and 

molar refractivity (SMR) are pharmacologically relevant in drug discovery. These descriptors are 

used to predict bioactivity in quantitative structural activity relationship studies as well as oral 

bioavailability (96). In this study, all these properties were computed using RDKit nodes in 

KNIME. Statistical analysis of the descriptors was done using the Data explorer node in KNIME 

(Table 4).  
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Table 4: Statistical values of eight physicochemical descriptors used to describe the druglikeNP 

dataset 

Molecular descriptor Min Mean Median Max SD 

HBA count 1 2.88 3.0 8 1.67 

HBD count 1 2.18 2.0 5 1.17 

TPSA 12.0 75.06 73.8 149.8 28.8 

MW 150.1 291.1 295.1 512.1 76.6 

LogS -6.43 -2.76 -2.91 1.25 1.35 

Molar refractivity(MR) 3.01 7.62 7.63 13.8 2.04 

XlogP 1.93 1.85 1.87 4.89 1.36 

RB count 0 2.55 2 8 1.91 

 

Figure 6: gives distribution of eight physicochemical properties of drug-like natural products 
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Figure 7: Distribution of eight physicochemical properties of drug-like natural dataset: A) 

Topological polar surface area (TPSA), B)  Molar refractivity(MR), C) Rotatable bond count (RB), 

D) Molecular weight(MW), E) Hydrogen bond donor count, F) hydrogen bond acceptor count, G) 

log Octanol/water partition coefficient (XlogP) and H) Water solubility LogS.  

 

4.2.1 Chemical space visualization 

In this study, the approach was used to check the similarity of natural products from the druglikeNP 

dataset with the FDA approved drugs that adhere to Lipinski and Veber rules of drug-likeness. T-

SNE coordinates were calculated from eight pharmacological chemical descriptors in Table 4. The 

chemical space map of the two datasets is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8: Chemical space of druglikeNP (yellow) and druglikeFDA (green) 
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4.2.2 Molecular complexity and flexibility of the druglikeNP dataset 

Molecular complexity and flexibility are two important parameters in drug discovery and have 

been associated with the success of drug candidates in progressing into clinical development, target 

selectivity, and compound safety (92,97). In this study, two parameters were used to estimate 

complexity; fraction of sp3 carbons in RDKit and fraction of chiral centers (FCC). Statistical 

distribution of molecular complexity in druglikeNP dataset and druglikeFDA is shown in Table 5 

and Figure 9. 

 

Table 5: Statistical values of Molecular complexity measurements (Fraction of sp3 (Fsp3) carbons 

and fraction of chiral) and molecular flexibility in data of druglikeNP dataset 

Dataset Complexity 

parameter 

Min mean Median Max SD 

druglikeNP Fsp3 carbons 0 0.43 0.39 1 0.25 

FCC 0 0. 16 0.16 0.86 0.16 

Molecular 

flexibility 

0 0.29 0.29 0.85 0.14 

druglikeFDA Fsp3 carbons 0 0.41 0.39 1 0.23 

FCC 0 0.093 0.056 0.83 0.12 

Molecular 

flexibility 

0 0.39 0.42 0.84 0.15 
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Figure 9: Distribution of molecular complexity and flexibility measurements in druglikeNP 

dataset; A) FCC, B) Fraction of sp3 carbons (Fsp3) and C) molecular flexibility. 

 

4.2.3 Scaffold analysis 

The term “scaffold’ is commonly used to describe the core structure of a compound to which 

functional groups are attached (98,99). In this research, Bemis and Murko’s definition of a 

molecular scaffold was used; which is the molecular core of an organic structure without the side 

chains. Scaffold diversity was analyzed using two approaches; Cyclic System Retrieval (CSR) 

curves and Shannon entropy (SE) or scaled Shannon entropy (SSE). 

 

 

 

A B 

C 
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Cyclic System Retrieval (CSR) curves Results 

CSR curves analyze the distribution and diversity of molecular scaffolds by plots the fraction of 

chemotypes (x-axis) versus the fraction of compounds that contain those chemotypes (y-axis) (98). 

The curves can be further characterized by calculating the area under the curve (AUC), and the 

fraction of chemotypes required to retrieve 50% of the molecules (F50). Figure 10 and table six 

summaries scaffold diversity of the two datasets evaluated in this study. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Cyclic system retrieval curves for two datasets evaluated in this study 
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Table 6: Scaffold diversity summary of the two datasets 

Dataset M N FN/M NSING FNSING/M FNSING/N AUC F50 

druglikeFDA 730 167 0.23 103 0.14 0.62 0.84 0.042 

druglikeNP 437 168 0.38 115 0.26 0.68 0.78 0.071 

M = number of molecules in the dataset, N = number of chemotypes or scaffolds, FN/M = 

chemotype diversity fraction, NSING = singleton number, FNSING/M = singleton fraction 

between total molecules, FNSING/N = fraction of singleton among total chemotypes, AUC = area 

under the curve, F50 = fraction of chemotype required to recover 50% of the molecules. 

 

 

Scaled Shannon entropy (SSE) Results 

SSE is a metric used to quantify the relationship between the entropy and information content It is 

useful to measure the scaffold diversity based on the n number of most frequent scaffolds in a 

dataset (in contrast, the CSR curves provide information of the scaffold diversity of all the data 

set). A SSE value closer to one indicates maximum scaffold diversity, while SSE closer to zero (0) 

is an indicative of low scaffold diversity. In this work, SSE for n ranging from 10 to 60 (Table 7) 

was calculated and plotted (Figure 11) (100,101). 

 

Table 7: SSE of the 10−60 Most Populated Scaffolds in druglikeFDA and druglikeNP  

Datasets SSE10 SSE20 SSE30 SSE40 SSE50 SSE60 

druglikeFDA 0.80 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.85 

DruglikeNP 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.92 
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Figure 11: 30 most frequent scaffolds of (A) druglikeNP and (B) druglikeFDA datasets. It 

indicates the value of SSE for the 30 most frequent scaffolds (SSE30) and the structures of the 

four most frequent scaffolds in each dataset. The number underneath each bar is an ID assigned to 

each scaffold. 

 

Figure 12 below show twenty-five scaffolds common in druglikeNP and druglikeFDA datasets  

 

Figure 12: Structures and ID numbers of twenty-five scaffolds common in both druglikeNP and 

druglikeFDA. 

A B 
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Structural Fingerprints Results  

The distribution of the pairwise similarities of the compounds within each dataset (druglikeNP and 

druglikeFDA) was analyzed by means of cumulative distribution function (CDF) curves (Figure 

13) for three structural binary fingerprints, including ECFP_4, MACCS keys (166-Bits), and 

PubChem (881-Bits). 

 

 

 

A 
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Figure 13: Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the similarity regarding pairwise values 

computed using extended connectivity fingerprints with a diameter of 4 (A), MACCS keys (B), 

and PubChem (C). 

B 

C 
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Table 8: The statistical values of the similarity of the Tanimoto coefficient with ECFP-4. 

Fingerprint Dataset Min 1st Q Median Mean 3rdQ Max SD 

ECFP_4 DruglikeFDA 0 0.07 0.091 0.097 0.12 1 0.045 

DruglikeNP 0 0.075 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.85 0.051 

MACCS(166-bits) druglikeFDA 0.02 0.24 0.33 0.33 0.41 1 0.13 

DruglikeNP 0 0.33 0.42 0.42 0.51 0.98 0.14 

PUBCHEM(881-

bits) 

druglikeFDA 0.04 0.28 0.39 0.39 0.49 1 0.15 

DruglikeNP 0.02 0.31 0.47 0.47 0.63 1 0.19 

Max maximum, Q quartile, SD standard deviation 

4.3 Structure-based virtual screening of 𝛾-secretase inhibitors (molecular docking) 

Molecular docking is one of the most popular structure-based approaches used to examine the 

affinity compounds on a particular disease target in which the 3D structure is available (49). In 

this study, 437 drug-like natural products were virtually screened on a breast cancer drug target, 

𝛾-secretase catalytic unit presenilin (PS1) using Autodock vina.13 experimentally validated 𝛾-

secretase inhibitors (GSIs) with documented IC50 activity were used to validate the docking 

protocol and were used as reference ligands throughout the docking experiments and analysis. 

 

4.3.1 Validation of docking protocol 

Validation of a docking protocol is a crucial step in most structure-based virtual screening 

campaigns. The purpose of this stage is assess the docking protocol accuracy in pose prediction 

and affinity-based ranking of the docking software. Docking accuracy is commonly assessed by 

root mean square deviation (RMSD) calculations comparing predicted pose and experimental pose 

given than the receptor used as the drug target has a co-crystalized ligand. In this study the PS1 

unit was not crystallised with any ligand hence to validate the docking protocol, GSIs were docked 

into the reported binding site of PS1 (Table 9). A graph was plotted to estimate the accuracy of 

Autodock Vina (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Correlation curve of binding energy and IC50 of 13 GSIs from molecular docking 

results 
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Table 9: GSIs and their reported IC50
 activity on PS1 unit of 𝛾- secretase 

GSIs Reported IC50 activity on PS1 

(nM) 

Binding Energy/KCalmol-1 

LY411575 0.078 (102) -9.0 

YO01027 2.60 (103) 8.9 

MRK560 0.14 (104) -8.3 

BMS708163 0.33 (105) -7.8 

BMS906024 0.29 (106) -8.0 

RO4929097 1.88  (107) -8.1 

LY900009 0.27  (108) -7.8 

ADAPT 115  (109) -7.7 

PF3084014 6.2  (110) -7.7 

LY3039478 0.40 (111) -7.6 

MRK0752 5.00  (112) -7.5 

LY450139 10.0 (113) -6.7 

IMR1 2600(114) -5.8 

 

4.3.2 Ranking of docked hits according to the binding energy 

The binding energies of 437 docked NPs were plotted against molecular weight, calculated 

lipophilicity (Xlog P), and calculated aqueous solubility (clogS) of the 437 NPs as shown in 

(Figure 15). This was done to understand the correlation between binding energy and 

pharmacologically relevant drug properties. 
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Figure 15: A scatter plot of binding energy of DruglikeNP compounds against different 

physicochemical properties; A) molecular weight (MW), B) Aqueous solubility and C) 

Lipophilicity (XlogP). The compounds are also colored according to database origins of natural 

products; Afrocan (red dots) for NPs sourced from Afrocancer database.  

 

Docked NPs were clustered based on their molecular properties using t-SNE. Figure 16 shows a 

chemical space plot of docked compound clusters (A, B, C), colored according to their binding 

energies. 

 

C 
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Figure 16: t-SNE chemical space showing molecular property-based similarity of NPs docked 

compounds colored according to binding energies. Circles show visible clusters of similar 

compounds A, B, and C. 

 

4.3.3 Ranking of NP drug hits according to protein-ligand interaction of PSI-NPs 

complexes 

72 compounds with binding energy less than -7.5 Kcal/mol (Figure 17) were screened further 

based on protein-ligand interactions. The purpose of this stage was to identify compounds with 

intermolecular interactions similar to the ones present in GSIs-PS1 complexes as well as identify 

novel compounds with unique interactions.  
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Figure 17: Structures of 72 NPs with binding energy less than -7.5Kcal/mol selected for the 

targeted protein  

 

To accurately select promising compounds based on interactions, 13 GSI-PS1 complexes were 

visually inspected to identify amino acid residues common to GSIs on the PS1 binding site. Table 

10 list the binding properties of GSI-PS1 complexes generated in this study. Common amino acids 

residues (Table 11) identified at this stage were used as a reference in screening NP compounds. 
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Table 10: List of 13 GSIs with associated amino acid residues and types of intermolecular 

interactions in GSIs-PS1 complexes. Bolded are residues that showed to interact with 4 or more 

GSIs, * residues are the ones that were experimentally reported to interact with ADAPT   

GSIs Binding 

Energy/KCalmol-1 

Interacting Residues Types of Interactions 

LY411575 -9.0 LEU286, LEU268, 

GLY384*, ILE143  

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 

 Pi-Alkyl 

YO01027 8.9 LEU150, LEU166, 

MET146*, TRP165*, 

GLY384*, ASP257, 

ILE143 

 C-H bond 

 Halogen(Fluorine) 

bond 

 Pi-Pi stacked 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

MRK560 -8.3 LEU166, LEU286, 

TRP165*, ILE143, 

ASP257, LEU150, 

THR147, PHE283* 

 

 C-H bond 

 Halogen(Fluorine) 

bond 

 Pi-sigma 

 Pi-sulfur 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

BMS708163 -7.8 LEU283, LEU150, 

LEU286, LEU166, 

TRP165*, GLY384*, 

ALA285, ILE229, 

ILE213 

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 

 Halogen (Fluorine) 

bond 

 Pi-Donor hydrogen 

bond 

 Pi-Sigma 

 Pi-Pi stacked 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

BMS906024 -8.0 ASP385, ASP257, 

ALA434, ILE287, 

LEU268, LEU268, 

LEU282 

 H-bond 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 
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RO4929097 -8.1 ASP257, THR147, 

GLY384*, ILE143, 

LEU268, ALA434 

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 

 Halogen(Fluorine) 

bond 

 Pi-Alkyl  

LY900009 -7.8 MET146*, LEU166, 

GLY384*, TRP165*, 

LEU150 

 C-H bond 

 Pi-Pi stacked 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

ADAPT -7.7 ASP257, ILE287, 

GLY384*, GLY382, 

LEU435, LEU282, 

LEU296, ASP385 

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 

 Halogen(Fluorine) 

bond 

 Pi-Anion 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

PF3084014 -7.7 LEU268, LEU286, 

ASP385, LEU271 

 H-bond 

 Halogen(Fluorine) 

bond 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

LY3039478 -7.6 LEU268, LEU381, 

ILE287, ASP285, 

GLY287 

  H-bond 

 C-H bond 

 Halogen(fluorine) 

bond 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

MRK0752 -7.5 GLY382, LEU432, 

LUE150, 

LEU433,LEU268 

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

LY450139 -6.7 SER169, SER170, 

LEU286, LEU166, 

LEU150 

 C-H bond 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 
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IMR1 -5.8 ILE143, ASP257, 

GLY282, ALA434, 

LEU432 

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 

 

Table 11: List PS1 interacting residues that were present in four or more GSI-PS1 complexes and 

were used to screen 72 NP compounds 

Interacting Residues Frequency in GSI-PS1 complexes 

TRP165 4 

GLY384 5 

ILE143 5 

LEU166 5 

LEU150 6 

LEU286 8 

ASP257 5 

LEU268 5 
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Figure 18: A-D 2D (right) and 3D (left) images of some of GSI-PS1 complexes; yo01027. Non-

bonding intermolecular interactions within the complexes include; conventional hydrogen 

bond(green), Carbon-hydrogen bond (brown ), Pi-Pi stacked (pink), Pi-sigma (orange), Pi-alkyl 

(purple), Pi-Sulphur (yellow) and halogen bond (Fluorine). 
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Table 12: Table showing the Binding energy, Interacting residues and associated interactions of 

12 best NP compounds. The residues in bold are residues that had a greater frequency of 

occurrence in GSI-PS1 complexes as shown in Table 11 and the * are residues experimentally 

reported to interact with ADAPT  

Name of NP Binding Energy  Interacting Residues Types of interactions 

Afrodb14 

  

-8.5 LEU383,LEU286,LEU166, 

TRP165,MET146*,LEU268, 

LEU150 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 Pi-Sigma 

 Pi-Pi T shaped 

Afrodb12 

 

-7.8 ASP257,LEU166,TRP165, 

LEU286,LEU150,ILE143, 

MET146,* SER169 

 Alky 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 Pi-Sigma 

 Carbon-H bond 

Conmed131 

 

-8.8 LEU268,LEU286,LEU150, 

LEU271,LEU434,LEU282, 

LEU257,PHE283*,ILE287 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 

Conmed124 

 

-7.6 LEU271,LEU282,LEU268, 

LEU286,PHE283*,ASP257, 

ASP385,ILE143, 

GLY384* 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 Pi-Anion 

 H-bond 

Nanpdb36 

 

-8.6 LEU150,LEU286,LEU166, 

LEU268,LEU435,TRP165*, 

THR147,SER169,PHE388 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 Pi-Pi Stacked 

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 
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Nanpdb109 

 

-8.3 LEU268,LEU150,LEU286, 

GLY384*,LEU271,LEU282, 

PHE388,PHE283*,LEU383 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 H-bond 

Conmed64 

 

-7.8 ASP257,ILE143,LEU286, 

SER169,ALA285,ILE387, 

ILE229,LUE383 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 Pi-Sigma 

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 

Conmed145 

 

-8.2 ILE143,LEU268,ASP257, 

LEU435,GLY382,PHE388, 

LYS380,ALA434 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 H-bond 

 C-H bond 

Conmed134 

 

-7.8 LEU268,LEU286,ILE143, 

LEU381,LEU271,LUE282, 

LEU435,PHE388,ILE253 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 Pi-Sigma 

 C-H bond 

Conmed155 

 

-7.6 LEU268,LEU286,LEU150, 

LEU432,LEU282,LEU271, 

PHE283*,ILE287,VAL272, 

VAL261 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 H-bond 

Nanpdb106 

 

-7.8 LEU166,LEU286,MET233*, 

LEU383,LEU226,SER170, 

ALA285,ILE387,ILE229 

 Alkyl 

 H-bond 

Nanpdb147 

 

-7.6 LEU150,LEU286,LEU268, 

LEU271,LEU282,VAL271, 

VAL261,ALA431,PHE283* 

 Alkyl 

 Pi-Alkyl 

 Pi-Sigma 
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Figure 19: Showing 2D (right) and 3D (left) images of NP-PS1s complexes of three NPs; 

conmed131, afrodb14 and nanpdb36. Non-bonding intermolecular interactions within the 

complexes include; conventional hydrogen bond (green), Carbon-hydrogen bond (brown ), Pi-Pi 

stacked and Pi-T shaped (pink), Pi-sigma (orange), Pi-alkyl (purple) and Alkyl (red). 
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4.4 Pharmacokinetic (PK) property analysis of 12 most promising compounds 

Pharmacokinetic properties of 12 most promising compounds were predicted using an online web 

server pkCSM, which uses graph-based signatures. The parameters investigated were categorized 

into five fields popularly used to describe PK properties of compounds. Absorption, distribution, 

metabolism, excretion, and toxicity. 

 

4.4.1 Absorption 

 

Table 13: Absorption profiles of 12 most promising compounds  

Compound Solubility(LogS) Caco-2 

Permeability log(Papp)/10-6 

cm/s) 

Intestinal 

absorption(human)/% 

Absorbed 

Afrodb14 -3.8 1.07 88 

Afrodb12 -5.1 1.06 94 

Conmedb131 -4.1 1.05 87 

Conmedb124 -4.5 1.37 95 

Conmed64 -3.22 0.219 53 

Conmed145 -3.0 1.19 88 

Conmed134 -3.4 0.006 83 

Conmed155 -3.9 0.94 93 

Nanpdb106 -4.1 1.31 96 

Nanpdb147 -4.6 1.61 93 

Nanpdb36 -3.9 0.467 64 

Nanpdb109 -3.9 1.06 99 

Caco-2 cell permeability (log Papp in 10−6 cm/s >0.09); intestinal absorption (human), % 

absorbed (>30). 
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4.4.2 Distribution 

 

Table 14: Distribution profiles of 12 most promising compounds  

Compound Volume  of 

Distribution 

VDss /Log(VDss) 

Fraction 

unbound 

BBB 

permeability

(LogBB) 

CNS 

permeability 

Log(PS) 

P-gp 

substrate 

P-gp I 

inhibitor 

P-gp II 

inhibitor 

Afrodb14 1.4 0.07 0.12 -1.76 + + + 

Afrodb12 0.7 0.04 0.28 -1.72 + + + 

Conmedb13

1 

0.59 0.13 -0.89 -2.92 + + - 

Conmedb12

4 

0.51 0 0.21 -1.45 - + - 

Conmed64 -0.30 0.09 -1.6 -3.76 + - - 

Conmed145 0.28 0.45 0.7 -1.82 + + - 

Conmed134 -0.17 0.09 0.09 -2.04 + + + 

Conmed155 -0.29 0.11 -1.4 -2.96 - - - 

Nanpdb106 0.13 0.16 0,06 -2.36 - + - 

Nanpdb147 0.86 0.01 -0.03 -1.86 - - - 

Nanpdb36 -0.33 0.03 -1.7 -4.14 + - + 

Nanpdb109 0.09 0.13 -0,02 -1.83 - + - 

BBB: Blood-brain barrier, CNS: central nervous system, PS: permeability-surface area product, 

VDss (human) (log L/kg) (low if<−0.15 and high if >0.45), logBB (low if <-1 and high if>0.3, 

logPS (low if<-3 and high if >-2), P-gp: P glycoprotein 
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4.4.3 Metabolism 

 

Table 15: Metabolism profiles of 12 most promising compounds   

Compound CYP1A2 

inhibitor 

CYP2C19 

inhibitor 

CYP2C9 

inhibitor 

CYP2D6 

inhibitor 

CYP3A4 

inhibitor 

Afrodb14 + + + + - 

Afrodb12 - + - + - 

Conmedb131 - + - + - 

Conmedb124 + + - + + 

Conmed64 - - - - - 

Conmed145 - - - - - 

Conmed134 - - - - - 

Conmed155 + + - + - 

Nanpdb106 - - - - + 

Nanpdb147 + + - - - 

Nanpdb36 - - - - - 

Nanpdb109 - - - - + 
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4.4.4 Elimination/Excretion 

 

Table 16: Excretion profiles of 12 most promising compounds 

Compound Total Clearance Log(CLtot) Renal OCT2 substrate 

Afrodb14 0.97 - 

Afrodb12 0.99 - 

Conmedb131 0.24 - 

Conmedb124 0.99 + 

Conmed64 0.58 - 

Conmed145 0.31 - 

Conmed134 0.03 - 

Conmed155 0.76 - 

Nanpdb106 0.61 + 

Nanpdb147 0.84 - 

Nanpdb36 0.76 - 

Nanpdb109 0.45 + 
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4.4.5 Toxicity 

 

Table 17: Toxicity profiles of 12 most promising compounds 

Compound AMES toxicity hERG I 

inhibitor 

hERG II 

inhibitor 

Hepatotoxicity Skin 

sensitization  

Afrodb14  - + + - 

Afrodb12 - - + - - 

Conmedb131 - - + - - 

Conmedb124 - - + - - 

Conmed64 - - + - - 

Conmed145 - - + - - 

Conmed134 - - + - - 

Conmed155 - - - - - 

Nanpdb106 - - - - - 

Nanpdb147 - - + - - 

Nanpdb36 - - + + - 

Nanpdb109 - - - - - 
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5. DISCUSSION 

 

5.1 Curation and isolation of drug-like natural products 

In this study four compound natural products databases of African origin ( NANPDB (36), Afrodb 

(41), Afrocancer (42), ConMedNP (33) were compiled, curated to come up with one dataset which 

constituted of natural products that didn’t contain structural alerts PAINS and in whose 

physicochemical properties were compliant to Lipinski and Veber criteria of drug-likeness.  Out 

of the 11304 NP compounds processed in this study, 2477 (22%) were filtered as structural 

duplicates, 3637 (32%) were filtered as structures that were disconnected or ambiguous and six 

(0.05%) were removed as sugars. This stage revealed that the four compound libraries contained 

a considerable number of structures that were originally captured with improper chemical 

structures, while the presence of duplicates revealed the four libraries had a considerable number 

of identical structures.  The final step in creating a small drug-like dataset of natural products 

involved filtering all structures that disobeyed all Veber and Lipinski rules of drug-likeness as well 

as the removal of compounds containing PAINS substructural alerts and other alerts defined by 

Brenk (87), NIH (115) and the  ZINC databases. 3447 (30%) of the compounds were non-Lipinski 

and non-Veber compliant while only 1300 (11%) NPs contained structural alerts and PAINS. 

Lipinski and Veber drug-like rules are common drug rules used to predict the oral bioavailability 

of drug candidates (116). The percentage of compounds with zero violations of drug-like rules and 

without PAINS and other toxiphores made only 4%. Pan-assay interference structures (PAINS) 

are substructures which were reported to give false-positive results in high-throughput screens as 

react nonspecifically with many biological targets rather than specifically affecting one desired 

target (88). Other small compound filters such as Brenk, ZINC, and NIH identify and remove 
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structural alerts that were reported responsible for toxicity in multiple drug assays. During the 

compilation of the natural product databases used in this study, the identification of toxiphores was 

not reported; therefore, this study is the first to identify pharmacologically unwanted substructures 

in NANPDB, ConmedNP, Afrocancer, and Afrodb. The resulting dataset named druglikeNP 

consisted of 437 compounds (4% of 11304 compounds). This study therefore established that 

African natural products contain a very small percentage of compounds that do not violet any 

Lipinski and Veber rules of drug-likeness and unwanted substructures.  

 

5.2  Chemoinformatic characterization of DruglikeNP dataset 

Chemoinformatic analysis of the natural product drug-like dataset in this study was done mainly 

through statistical analysis of physicochemical properties and scaffold diversity. This exercise 

revealed that the natural product dataset contains lead-like properties and were more diverse and 

complex that drug-like FDA drugs. Each parameter computed is discussed comprehensively in the 

following sections. 

 

5.2.1 Molecular properties 

Topological polar surface (TPSA): A majority of compounds in druglikeNP dataset (figure 7A 

and Table 4) (86%) had TPSA ranging between 30-110 Å2. 87% of these compounds were found 

with TPSA less than 90 Å2 with mean of 75 Å2, meaning than most of the good drug could be used 

as psychotic drug candidates given that there are bioactive (117). A small portion of the compounds 

(4%) could be classified as too polar since they had TPSA ranging between 150 and 130 Å2
.   
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Molar refractivity (MR): In this study it was observed that 99% (Figure 7B) of the compounds 

fell within MR range of 40-130 and the mean molar refractivity was 76 (Table 4). According to 

Ghose(1999) compounds with such MR range are considered drug-like as they have good drug 

polarizability(86,89,118)(119). 

 

Rotatable bond count (RB): (Figure 7C) 86% of compounds in druglikeNP dataset had less than 

or equal to five RB and 55% of the natural products had three or less rotatable as shown by average 

of 2.55 (Table 4). While the relevance of rotatable bonds in drug-likeness measurement was 

initially proposed by Veber in extension to Lipinski(54), Congreve et al (120) used the parameter 

in classification of fragment-like compounds called the rule of three. Therefore, more than half of 

the compounds in druglikeNP dataset fit in the lead-like criteria of rotatable bonds.  

 

Molecular weight (MW): molecular weight is one the most important descriptor in drug design, it 

has been associated with drug complexity, Lipophilicity, and bioavailability (89). In druglikeNP, 

99% of the compounds had MW between 150 and 145 Daltons (Figure 7D), the average MW 

calculated to   291, and the median was observed to 295(Table 4). According to Ghose (119), 

bioavailable drugs should have MW ranges between 180 and 480, 93% of the dataset fulfilled that 

criteria. 63% of the compounds had lead-like mass ranges (MW<300). 

 

Number of HBA & HBD: These two property descriptors define a drug’s capability to bind, which 

in turn determines the polarity and permeability. High hydrogen bonding capacity reflects low 

permeability that is a direct measure of its low solubility(54,121).70% of the druglikeNP had HBD 

count<2(Figure 7E), while 83% had HBA count<5(Figure 7F). From these results it is safe to 
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infer that the dataset was constituted of compounds with few very electronegative atoms (mostly 

oxygen and nitrogen) bonded or non-bonded to hydrogen atoms. The average number (Table 4) 

of HBD and HBA (2.81 and 2.88 respectively) testified that the majority of compounds fit into the 

HBD and HBA count criteria of fragments or lead-like compounds. 

 

Aqueous solubility (LogS) and Lipophilicity (XlogP): Figure 7H show that 88% of compounds 

in the druglikeNP dataset have logS ranges between -4.6 and -0.6. 20% of the compounds had logS 

values ranging between -4.6 and 3.6. Lipophilicity descriptor, logP (log Octanol/water partition 

coefficient) is used to evaluate the compounds ‘probability of transportation through lipid 

membrane. Increased LogP of a drug is associated with greater lipophilicity. A compound with 

LogP value range between -2 and 5 is consider good lead candidate. 84% of the dataset was within 

the range of 0 and 4 (Figure 7G).  

 

5.2.2 Chemical space visualization 

In this study, the chemical space druglikeNP was mapped comparatively to 730 FDA drugs with 

no violation of drug-like rules using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) method 

(91). Eight chemical descriptors in Table 4 were used. The space occupied druglikeNP (Figure 8) 

was similar to the one occupied with druglikeFDA, although there are areas of in which approved 

drugs occupied only. These results showed how similar druglikeNP natural products are to FDA 

approved drugs as most natural products were packed near approved drug clusters.  
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5.2.3 Molecular complexity and flexibility analysis.  

97% (Figure 9A) of the investigated NPs had FCC less than 0.5, while 33% (Figure 9B) of the 

NP dataset had Fsp3 above 0.5. The reference dataset used druglikeFDA also contained few 

compounds with Fsp3 and FCC more than 0.5 as the average values (Table 5) for FCC and Fsp3 

were 0.093 and 0.41 respectively. Several studies have reported that 84% of marketed drugs have 

average values of Fsp3 ≥ 0.42 (122).The natural products used in this study reported an average 

Fsp3 of 0.43 (Table 5). From these results it can be concluded that fewer natural compounds in 

druglikeNP are more likely to have a 3D structure and a less complex (100). The stereochemical 

complexity of both dataset was comparable lower on average as reported by average values of 

FCC for both datasets. The molecular flexibility of compounds has been known to influence the 

stability of drug-protein interaction. You et al , reported in 2016 that keeping the molecules 

flexible, as opposed to making them rigid, both reduced the entropy penalty and created a stronger 

binding (123). This study compounds in druglikeNP (0.29) were reported to have a lower average 

of molecular complexity index than approved drugs in druglikeFDA (0.39). 

 

5.2.4 Scaffold diversity analysis 

Two methods of measurements were employed in this study to explore scaffold diversity of 

druglikeNP; cyclic system retrieval (CSR) curves and Scaled Shannon entropy (SSE). Diversity 

based on fingerprints analysis was done using cumulative distribution function (CDF) curves and 

Tanimoto coefficient.  

 

Diversity based on cyclic system retrieval (CSR) curves: These curves are used in diversity 

analysis to capture the distribution of compounds in the cyclic systems of a compound collection. 
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The lower the area CSR curve (AUC), the larger the scaffold diversity(101). Figure 10 shows that 

druglikeNP is more diverse as its curve is closer to the diagonal compared to the one for 

druglikeFDA. Calculated AUC for druglikeNP was lower (0.78) than that of druglikeFDA (0.84). 

The difference in the number of scaffolds or chemotypes (N) is very small, as druglikeNP has 168 

scaffolds (Table 6) compared to druglikeFDA with 167 yet the fraction of scaffold in druglikeNP 

(N/M) is greater than that of druglikeFDA. The fraction of singletons (fraction of scaffolds having 

one compound) (FNSING/N and FNSING/M) of druglikeNP shows that drug-like natural products 

contains more unique scaffolds relative to the total number of molecules or scaffolds than 

druglikeFDA. Scaffold diversity-based on CSR curves showed that the druglikeNP dataset was 

more diverse and contained more unique scaffolds than the drug-like FDA approved dataset. This 

analysis confirmed what was reported by Saldívar-González et al., 2019 (83) that most natural 

product libraries are chemically diverse than drug libraries.  

 

Diversity based on Scaled Shannon entropy (SSE): The scaled Shannon entropy (SSE) is a 

normalized value that measures the most common chemotypes present in a databases (101). Unlike 

CSR curves, SSE is more comprehensive as it measures the scaffold diversity of the most 

populated scaffolds. It takes values ranging from 0 up to 1; 0 indicates that the majority of 

compounds share the same scaffold (minimum diversity) while a value closer to 1.0 indicate that 

the compounds are evenly distributed between the n acyclic and/or cyclic systems (maximum 

diversity) (97,124). SSE values for 10-60 most frequent scaffolds was measured for druglikeNP 

and druglikeFDA in this study. The scaffold diversity of druglikeNP is higher than that of 

druglikeFDA (Table 7) (SSE values ranging from 0.88 to 0.92 and 0.80 to 0.85, respectively). 

Scaffold with ID: 13, 11, 383 and 543, had the highest frequency in druglikeNP (Figure 11A) 
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whilst scaffold ID: 13, 24, 74 and 19 dominated in druglikeFDA (Figure 11B). The two datasets 

only shared one scaffold which was more frequent in each dataset; the benzene ring. It is reported 

that this scaffold makes up most of the databases which have been recently studied (11). Only 25 

scaffolds (Figure 12) were identified to be common between druglikeNP and druglikeFDA. This 

suggests that the two datasets are very diverse from each other. 

  

Diversity based on fingerprint similarity: In this study, three structural binary fingerprints, 

including ECFP_4, MACCS keys (166-Bits), and PubChem (881-Bits) were computed using 

PUMA (94) for the two datasets; druglikeNP and druglikeFDA. To understand the fingerprint 

diversity of the two datasets, the Tanimoto index as a similarity coefficient was used and 

represented in cumulative distribution functions (CDF) (Table 8 and Figure 13). The curves 

obtained with ECFP-4 (Figure 13A) did not prove to be a suitable fingerprint representation for 

these datasets as it showed that all datasets are occupying the same mathematical path without an 

observed significant difference. Previous similar studies on several databases have also came to 

the same conclusion (101,124,125). All the pairwise intra-library similarity values in Table 8 show 

that druglikeNP is the least diverse set with median MACCS keys and PubChem similarity values 

of 0.33 and 0.39, respectively. Contrastingly, druglikeFDA was the most diverse with MACC keys 

and PubChem similarity values of 0.24 and 0.28, respectively. The druglikeFDA was previously 

shown to be the least diverse (Table 7 and Figure 11) when studied based solely on the scaffolds, 

which means that acyclic systems and side chains are the contributing factors to the diversity of 

its compounds.  
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5.3  Structure-based virtual Screening (molecular docking) of drug-like natural products 

(druglikeNP) 

Structure-based virtual screening (SBVS) of small compound datasets is now the fastest approach 

used to identify novel leads in most drug design campaigns(49). The method is fast and relatively 

cheaper than its experimental counterpart is, high throughput screening (HTS) is. SBVS was used 

for the first time to identify novel 𝛾-secretase inhibitors from 437 natural product compounds, the 

“druglikeNP” dataset, in effort to discover novel cancer drugs. The campaign protocol used in this 

study can be broken down into four major steps; protocol validation and docking, ranking hits 

based on binding energy, and ranking hits based on protein-ligand interactions.  

 

5.3.1 Protocol validation and molecular docking 

Autodock Vina is a widely used academic, free access molecular docking program that has been 

regarded as accurate in hit identification and ranking. In a recent study to comprehensively 

evaluate the prediction accuracy of sampling power and scoring power of the 10 most popularly 

used docking programs (free and commercial),  Autodock Vina was recorded to have the best 

scoring power (126,127). In this study, the same program was used to screen natural products on 

the binding site of the catalytic unit of the 𝛾-secretase enzyme, presenilin (PS1). To validate the 

docking protocol validate 13 𝛾-secretase  inhibitors (GSIs) (Table 9) docked around PS1 reported 

binding site residues Met146, Met233, Trp165, Phe283 and Gly384 (128). The correlation curve 

(Figure 14) showed that Auto dock Vina could rank GSIs in the same order of their experimentally 

reported IC50 activities because 8/11 𝛾-secretase inhibitors were ranked the same order as their 

IC50 values. Docking protocol assessment is a crucial step in almost every structure-based virtual 

screening campaign. The most popularly used method to validate docking methods is redocking 
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the co-crystalized ligand into the binding site of the receptor under study. If the best root mean 

square deviation between the docked conformation and the co-crystalized is less than 2Å it means 

the protocol and the program are reliable enough (129). Enrichment factor EF measurements are 

also popular in validating molecular docking programs as the docking program is tested to check 

if it can differentiate active compounds (actives) and inactive (decoys) ones(130). In this study, a 

compromise as the cryo-structures of 𝛾-secretase enzymes available in protein data banks did not 

have a co-crystalized during the time they were accessed June 2020 (131).   

 

5.3.2 Binding energy-based ranking of 437 docked natural products 

Estimation of binding affinities of small molecules in the binding region of a protein is one of the 

most fundamental steps in docking simulation. Mathematical functions called scoring functions 

are used to do these estimations(49). Vina uses an empirical scoring function, which calculates the 

affinity or fitness of protein-ligand binding by summing up the contributions of number of terms, 

which represents an important energetic factor in protein-ligand binding. Vina scores the affinity 

of docked compound in KCalmol-1, the smaller the value the greater the affinity of compounds on 

the receptor (75). Figure 15 shows a scatter plots of binding energy (BE) of 437 docked natural 

products and docked GSIs during validation stage. A majority of NPs (90%) had BE ranges 

between -7.8 and -4.8 KCalmol-1. Average BE for NPs was calculated to be -6.5KCalmol-1, with 

NP with ligand ID: conmed131 having the lowest energy; -8.8KCalmol-1 and conmed22 having 

the highest binding energy; -4.2KCalmol-1. The average BE of GSIs (-7.7KCalmol-1) is lower than 

that of NPs as expected since GSIs are compounds that were designed and optimized to maximize 

inhibition of 𝛾-secretase. Figure 4.9A shows the relationship of BE and molecular weight MW. A 

visible linear correlation (r = 0.76 using Bravais-Pearson) could be observed as BE decreased with 
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the increase in MW. This bias could also be used to justify why most GSIs had very low binding 

energies (<-7.5KCalmol-1) since the majority of GSIs have MW>400. The possible reasons for this 

BE-MW bias is that bigger ligands tend to fill the binding pocket and they interact closely with 

binding site residues whereas small molecules in this case (MW<300) do not have the ability to 

contact all residue binding sites or fill up the binding pocket. With the rising interest of fragment-

based drug design, there has been a shift to focus on low molecular weight compounds for early 

lead discovery and optimization as large weight molecules have be considered to be rigid to 

optimization (132). Calculation of ligand efficiency, is one method used to minimize molecular 

weight-binding energy bias and prioritizing good binding fragments (133). In this study NPs such 

as conmed154, nanpdb109 and conmed114 could be classified as promising fragments as they 

relatively have very low BE (less than -8.0KCalmol-1) and low MW (less than 350). Figure 15B 

and C shows scatter plots of binding energy of NPs correlations with solubility (cLogS) and 

lipophilicity (XlogP) respectively. As shown by the plots BE of NPs is increasing as cLogS 

increases and decreasing as XlogP is increasing. These results show that lipophilic compounds 

favored strong interactions, thus implying that the binding site used is very hydrophobic. The 

docked NPs were also clustered using t-SNE method using eight physicochemical properties 

computed earlier in this study. Based on physicochemical properties three clustered were generated 

and the distribution of the BE on clusters was also inspected (Figure 16). From the visualization, 

the three clusters could be categorized by their BE ranges cluster A with BE ranges -9.0 to -7.5 

KCalmol-1, cluster B with BE ranges -7.4 to -5.5 KCalmol-1 and cluster C with BE ranges -5.4 to 

-4.5 KCalmol-1. From these results 72 (Figure 17) compounds with BE<-7.5 KCalmol-1 (average 

BE of GSIs), in Cluster A were selected from the druglikeNP of docked NPs for further pose and 

interaction studies with PS1. 
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5.3.3   Ranking and screening of 72 NPs compounds based on binding interactions in PSI 

complexes 

The orientation of the ligand relative to the receptor and the intermolecular interactions in protein-

ligand complexes are of great importance in molecular docking studies (49). From these, 

mechanisms of action of enzymes or proteins are predicted as well as activation or inhibition of 

the enzyme. In this studies 72 NPs with BE<-7.5KCalmol-1 were further screened based on their 

interactions with PS1. The purpose of this stage was to identify NPs that interacted with essential 

amino acids within the binding pocket of PS1. To achieve this 13 GSI-PS1 docked complexes 

were analyzed to identify key amino acid residues common to most GSI inhibition of 𝛾-secretase. 

The common amino acids were then used as reference in screening NPs. Table 11 shows the 

interacting residues in 13 GSI-PS1 complexes and the types of intermolecular interactions 

associated with them. 8 amino acids (Trp165, Gly384, Ile143, Leu166, Leu150, Leu286, Asp257 

and Leu268) in PS1 were found to interact with at least 4 or more GSIs. Although the grid 

parameter for the docking experiment was configured, around four hydrophobic residues reported 

to interact with DAPT inhibitor (Met146, Met233, Trp165, Phe283 and Gly384) it is worth noting 

that only two of these residues, Trp165 and Gly384 actually interacted with at least four GSIs. 

Asp257, one of two catalytic aspartate considered crucial in catalytic activity of PSI, interacted 

with five GSIs. Hydrophobic interactions such as Pi-alkyl, Pi-Pi stacking, Alkyl and Pi-Sigma 

dominated in 80% of GSI-PS1 complexes and hydrogen, halogen and C-H bond were the only 

polar bond observable in these complexes. Attempts to demystify binding modes of GSIs in PS1 

have been done for the past few years using different experimental methods (128,134,135). These 

studies have revealed that GSIs bind differently to the PS1(106). Svedružić et al (131), recently 

conducted a molecular docking and  molecular dynamic studies on PS1 using three GSIs; DAPT, 
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LY-45130, LY411575, and BMS-708164 which revealed other 3  more binding sites of PS1 which 

could be used in further studies. 

 

A comprehensive analysis of 72 NP-PS1 complexes revealed that NPs interacted diversely with 

the binding pocket of PS1. Some NPs such as conmed131, conmed151, nanpdb106 and nanpdb36 

interacted with more than eight binding pocket residues while NPs such as afrodb17, afrodb15, 

conmed108 and nanpdb309 interacted with a few residues as little as 2 amino acids. A relationship 

between the number of interacting residues and BE of NP-PS1 complexes could not be established 

in this study. In all 72, 24 of them interacted with at least four residues common in GS1-PS1 

complexes, shown in Table 12. Of the 24, 7 NPs interacted with at least seven amino acid residues. 

14 NPs were also identified to interact with at least seven unique residues not common in GSIs. 

Figure 19 shows that hydrophobic interactions dominated in NP-PS1 complexes as it could be 

observed that hydrogen bonds were few. Residues such as Leu282, Leu150, Leu286, Leu268 and 

Met146 were responsible for forming weak Alkyl interactions with aliphatic portions of NPs. 

Aromatic residues such as Ph283, Phe288 and Trp165 form strong Pi-Pi and Pi-sigma bonds with 

aromatic rings of natural products. The final 12 compounds (Table) were selected by considering 

BE, interacting residues as well as types of interactions formed in NP-PS1 complexes of promising 

NPs. 

 

5.4 Pharmacokinetic profiling of 12 most promising compounds 

ADMET properties of the 12 most promising compounds were assessed using pkCSM server. The 

following section comprehensively discusses the profiled ADMET parameters computed   
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5.4.1 Absorption 

The absorption profiles of the 12 hits are listed Table 13. All the compounds had LogS values 

within the recommended range of -5.0-0 with a little deviation. The Intestinal absorption in humans 

(HIA) profiles 10 hits was predicted to be above 80% and while 9/12 compounds were predicted 

to have high Caco-2 permeability with log Papp>0.90. Therefore, most of the compounds identified 

as potential hits for breast cancer, were predicted to have high oral absorption. These results could 

be attributed to the database curation steps which removed compounds which disobeyed rules of 

drug bioavailability as proposed by Lipinski and Veber (53,54). 

 

5.4.2 Distribution 

The distribution of a drug refers to the distribution of the compound throughout different 

compartments within the body (136). The distribution profiles of 12 hits are presented in Table 

14. Four NPs; nanpdb36, conmed155, conmed134 and conmed64 were predicted to have log VDss 

< -0.15, thus could be distributed poorly while afrodb12, conmed13, conmed12, nanpdb147 and 

afrodb14 had log VDss > 0.45, thus it could be concluded that they could be distributed efficiently. 

The predicted faction of the unbound portions of NP leads was relatively low than 50% for all the 

12 compounds. Conmed145 was predicted to have the highest fraction unbound of 0.45 while 

conmed124 was predicted to attach to the blood plasma protein 100%. Blood brain barrier (BBB) 

and central nervous system CNS) permeability was predicted as LogBB and LogPS respectively. 

All NP hits except for conmed145 had low LogBB while all none was predicted to have high CNS 

permeability. While 5 out of 12 NPs; conmed12, conmed155, nanapdb106, nanpdb147 and 

nanpdb109 were predicted to be P-glycoprotein (P-gp) inhibitors and the rest were identified as 

substrates. A larger number of NPs (8/12) were also identified as P-gp I inhibitors yet only 4/12 
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NPs were predicted to be P-gp II inhibitors. Some NPs (afrodb14, afrodb12, conmed13, 

conmed145, conmed134 and nanpdb36) were predicted to be gp-substrates and inhibitors at the 

same time. P-gp proteins have been reported to be multidrug resistance proteins in cancer therapy 

hence further optimization of NP hits is need to maximize their bioavailability as gp-inhibitors and 

anti-cancer leads.  

 

3.3.5 Metabolism 

Drug metabolism normally involves enzymatic modification or degradation of the compound to 

facilitate excretion via one of the major clearance organs: liver, kidney, spleen, or bile (73). 

CYP450 inhibition-based metabolism of 12 NP hits shown in Table 15 was predicted based on 

models for five different CYP isoforms (CYP1A2, CYP2C19, CYP2C9, CYP2D6 and CYP3A4).8 

NP hits were predicted to inhibit at least one CYP. Conmed124, afrodb14 and conmed155 were 

identified as consistent CYP inhibitors as they inhibited more than three CYPs. However, one of 

the most essential, CYP3A4 was only inhibited by three NP hits, conmed124, nanpdb106 and 

nanpdb109. Conmed64 conmed145, conmed134 and nanpdb36 did not exhibit any inhibition in 

all five CYP isoforms, can possibly be metabolized perfectly in the liver. 

 

5.4.3 Elimination/Excretion 

Drug excretion is pharmacokinetic process that involves the removal of administered drugs or their 

metabolites from the body mostly carried out by the liver and the kidneys and depends on 

physicochemical properties of drugs such as molecular weight, lipophilicity and polar surface area 

(136).  Table 16 summaries elimination profiles 12 identified NPs. Predicted clearance of all 12 

NPs was between 0.03 and 0.99. Conmed124 and afrodb12 had the highest clearance of 0.99 while 
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the clearance of conmed134 had the least clearance of 0.03. While, among the 12 NPs three 

compounds were predicted as OCT2 substrates (conmed124, nanpdb106 and nanpdb109) while 

the rest are considered to excrete through the kidneys in another mechanism besides OCT2. 

 

5.4.4 Toxicity 

In this study, hepatotoxicity, hERG inhibition, and compound mutageneric (AMES toxicity) 

models were used to predict the toxicity of NP hits. Results for this analysis are presented in Table 

17. Only 2/12 compounds were predicted to be hepatotoxic thus could induce liver injury (121). 

None of the NP compounds test positive for Ames toxicity or mutagenicity. In all 12 compounds, 

no hERG (human ether-a-go-go gene) I inhibition was predicted while all compounds except of 

conmed155, conmed106 and nanpdb109 were predicted as hERG II inhibitors. 

 

Pharmacokinetic studies of these potential gamma secretase inhibitors warrant further 

optimization, to increase the distribution profiles of the hits and remove functional groups 

responsible of predicted potential toxicity such as CYP inhibition, hERG inhibition and 

hepatoxicity.  
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6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

6.1 Conclusion 

Breast cancer is now the most occurring cancer and is responsible for more than 600 000 deaths 

globally as of 2020. The need to design more chemotherapeutic drugs grows daily, as the currently 

used breast cancer drugs are nonspecific, associated with adverse toxicity and are multi-drug 

resistance. Proposing natural products that target breast cancer drug targets such as 𝛾-secretase is 

a promising approach in effort to develop officious medication against breast cancer. In this study, 

drug-like natural products from four African natural products databases were prioritized and 

chemoinformatically profiled to examine their diversity and property distribution relative to FDA 

approved drugs. The natural products were also virtually screened against 𝛾-secretase enzyme and 

the final hit compounds were pharmacokinetically profiled. Drug-like natural products from 

African natural products libraries showed that they have exhibit lead-like character based on 

physicochemical properties and are very diverse in terms of scaffolds as compared to drug-like 

FDA approved drugs. In structure-based virtual screening studies, 16% of NPs had binding energy 

comparable to known 𝛾-secretase while only 5% interacted effectively with 𝛾-secretase catalytic 

unit PS1 active site residues.  From this study, it can be concluded that 12 compounds; afrodb12, 

afrodb14, conmedb131, conmedb124, conmedb64, conmedb145, conmedb134, conmed155, 

nanpdb109, nanpdb36, nanpdb147 and nanpdb106 can be proposed as potential inhibitors of 𝛾-

secretase. In silico ADMET studies predicted that the majority of compounds have good human 

intestinal absorption, low blood-brain permeability and low hepatotoxicity profiles. However, a 

considerable number of the hit compounds were predicted to inhibit CYP450 isoforms and hERG 
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channels. This study provides a good starting point for wet biology assay, especially in target based 

approach drug discovery of breast cancer drugs.  

 

6.2 Recommendation and future studies 

This work provides a good starting point in application of chemoinformatic approaches in natural 

products research in Africa for advanced drug development purposes. Hence, from this research it 

is recommended that medicinal scientists should further examine the diversity and the 

pharmacological relevance of natural product compounds characterized locally and abroad using 

in silico approaches to enhance compound prioritization for synthesis and screening. There is also 

a need to develop natural products libraries for several African countries (Malawi, Zimbabwe, 

Zambia, Namibia and many more) currently not covered by currently available databases in order 

to make available all elucidated natural product compounds to the research community and 

advance drug discovery in Africa. There is also a need to use molecular dynamics and free energy 

calculation for the presented drug-ligands complexes, in effort to validate the stability of the 

protein-ligand complexes generated in this study. In silico experiments such as the ones used in 

this study have been proved more reliable when used in combination with in vivo and in vitro 

studies, hence it is it is necessary to use breast cancer in vitro or in vivo models test the hit 

compounds identified in this research. Although this study identified potential compounds as 𝛾-

secretase inhibitors. From the pharmacokinetic property predictions of the compounds, more work 

on structure activity-based optimization is needed to enhance the potency and the efficacy of the 

cancer drug hits. Future studies for this work can also include the application of ligand-based 

virtual screening approaches such as QSAR and pharmacophore modelling to screening all 

available African natural products databases for enhanced breast cancer drug discovery.   
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